
Sustainable water
management

Drening Storage Chambers



HDPE

CLIMATE CHANGE AND URBANISATION

DRENING is manufac-

tured from high density

recycled polyethylene,

which is highly resistant

to soil borne chemicals. It

is robust but also provides,

elasticity and flexibility.

Stormwater Management Limited
Stormwater Management Ltd are specialists in the design, supply and install of surface water and sustainable
drainage systems, whether the requirement is for landscaped, hybrid or more engineered drainage systems
Stormwater Management Ltd are able to offer a solution.

Based in Hinckley, Leicestershire with a team of design and site engineers, Stormwater Management Ltd provide
a wide range of drainage solutions for volume control and surface water treatment.



RAINWATER HARVESTING

.  The  material  properties of DRENING allow it to be
used in traffic areas with minimal cover, this reduces
the dig requirement and keeps drainage inverts as
high as practicable.

The shallow depth of DRENING allows infiltration even
where there is a high groundwater table.

COMMERCIAL &
CAR PARK DRAINAGE

                      INDUSTRIAL AREAS

RESIDENTIAL
SOAKAWAYS

SWALE DRAINAGE

PACKAGED SEWAGE

TREATMENT DRAINAGE

DRENING
THE SOLUTION

DRENING is a modular HDPE chamber system
for  subsurface  storage  of  rainwater.    Depending
on the type of   installation DRENING   can   be
used            for      infiltration      or      attenuation.

DRENING can also be used as a drainage field when
used     with     packed     sewage     treatment     plants

HIGHWAY DRAINAGE



DRENING
Features and Benefits

High strength modular chamber system
for surface water infiltration and attenuation

lightweight
Weighing

only 11 kg, DRENING
is suitable for manual

handling and requires no
mechanical lifting

fast

Simple and easy to lay, in-
terlocking sections ensure

structural stability.

open structure

The open internal structure allows for
inspection and maintenance of the
system prolonging the product life

high
strength

The arched structure gives ad-
ditional mechanical strength to

DRENING allowing it to be
installed  under high traffic

areas

Hydraulic
The perforations on  the

DRENING chamber guar-
antee rapid infiltration of

surface water

storage
capacity

Each DRENING chamber

stores 310 litres of storm

water per linear run.



High resistance modular system for the realization
of draining basins or of high capability storage

leakage
DRENING has a more

pemeable surface
comparing with the micro-
perforated pipe, so that it

guarantees a more uniform
leaking in the subsoil

reduced dig
DRENING permits a
reduction of dugout

depth  up to  the 50%. it
guarantees a more compact in-
stallation, ideal for limited sur-

faces

ventilation
DRENING wide section

allows a great introduction
of air from the outside, so that the

biological process of purification is
favoured

resistant
DRENING is less subjected

to obstruction problems.
In fact, a high effi-

ciency over
time is guaranteed

ecofriendly
DRENING is a low impact

system both for the
environment and the living

comfort

open structure
DRENING is a very easy

system to inspect and
clean
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DRENING
Features

Structural design allows for a
vertical vent or inspection point

The reinforced structural ribs al-
low the chamber to be used un-
der trafficked areas with minimal
cover.

The unique interlocking connec-
tion ensure structural integrity

Restoring  the hydrological balance

Drening chambers are an ideal source control
method where ground conditions permit, and
are cost effective and easy to install. Their
'nestling' design reduce carbon footprint by re-
ducing transportation costs relative to other
storage solutions.

The open structure allows easy ac-
cess for inspection and mainten-
ance, whilst the perforated sizes aid
infiltration.
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DRENING
120 x 90 x 40

HDPE
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120 x 80 x 230
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DRENING

TECHNICAL
DATA

Dimensions (cm)

material

weight (kg)

water capacity (l)

Side infiltration surface area (cm2)

packaging size (cm)

no. items per pallet

70 x 40

HDPE

1.810

Dimensions (cm)
material

weight (g)
Structural loading capability:

8 t per wheel (10 t/m2)

An end cap is used at either end of each run of
Drening chambers

There are premarked pipe cut outs for pipe
diameters from 60 to 320 mm.

Size: 70 x 40 cm
Thickness: 6 cm

ENDCAP

The end cap
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Domestic sewage disposal
respecting the environment
DRENING can be used
to dispose    domestic
sewage through   sub-irriga-
tion.   Ho- wever a clarifica-
tion process should  be
made  previously (Imhoff
tank).    This    is    the ideal
solution   for   residential
areas    which    are    not
connected   to   the   drainage
system.  Thanks  to  its  high
pierced   surface,   DRENING
guarantees   a   fast   and
at-

tire  leakage  in  the  subsoil.
Moreover,   there’s   the   possib-
ility  to  install  ventilation
stacks in the system to prevent
bad  smells  and  to  return  a
cleaner  water  to  the environ-
ment. DRENING    is also
easier  to  clean  and  inspect
compared with the micro-
perforated  pipe  usually
used.

DRENING
SOAKAWAY

LEGEND

1 Silt trap         4 Infiltration

2 Ventilation

DRENING
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15 - 50 cm
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Road finishing

LEGEND

THE PROCESS OF
INSTALLA TION

1  4

2  5

Geo-textile                                       Formation level

Cover fill                                           DRENING

3 6

 Washed gravel 20/40 mm

SUB BASE
Excavated to the required invert and then
place a  layer  of 10-15cm thick  washed
clean stone (20-40mm)

PIPE CONNECTION
Install end caps to each row and connect
pipework to each row.

BACKFILLING
Backfill over the top of the Drening units with
at least 30 cm  of  clean washed stone (20-40
mm) . The amount of cover fill will depend on
the site topography and expected loading

SURFACING
Continue backfilling in layers to the engin-
eers specification.

PLACEMENT
Place the DRENING chambers to the re-
quired configuration .

GEOTEXTILE
Place  a non woven  geotextile  separa-
tion layer over  the installed Drening
chambers and clean washed stone prior
to final backfilling.



WATER
DRAINAGE
in the divisions

Safeguard of the
residential buildings
DRENING is a low envir-
onmental impact  solution
to prevent the floods in the
new urbanizations and
respect the local legisla-
tions about the drainage
system unloading. It guar-
antees an optimal water
draining  and permits the
management of the water
on the spot,

so  that  the  inconveniences
and   the   safety   issues   that
a  open-pit   basin  creates,
can  be  avoided.  Thanks  to
the  modulated structure,
DRENING adapts to all
the available surfaces and
guarantees  a  minimally
invasive intervention  in
terms of excavation.

Minimally invasive intervention
Adaptable to all surfaces

Low impact



Vegetation

Residual soil

Geo-textile

Gravel

DRENING

Natural ground

DRENING AND
HIGHWAY DRAINAGE

Enhanced swale
performance
DRENING can be used to
reduce swale depth, to cre-
ate a safer runoff area
whilst improve filtration
performance. Placing Dren-
ing under a reduced depth
swale creates a an addi-
tional filtration layer.

Hybrid SuDS Swale solution
giving

volume and quality control
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INSTALLATION
DETAILS

LEGEND

Existing ground

Geotextile

DRENING

Reinforced
grass parking

Waterproof membrane

Backfill material

PLACEMENT
Manually place  DRENING pieces in
rows

PIPE CONNECTION
Install the end caps to each row and connect
pipework to each row.

BACKFILLING
Backfill over the top of the Drening units with at
least  30cm  of clean washed stone (20-40mm) .
The depth of cover fill will depend on site to-
pography and expected loading.

GEOTEXTILE
Place a non woven geotextile separation
layer over the Drening units and clean
washed stone prior to final backfilling.

SUB BASE
Place Impermeable / permeable membrane
on the formation level.

SURFACING
Continue backfilling in layers to the engin-
eers specification.

3-5 mm gravel and volcanic mixture
(5 cm)

Pumping station



Ventilation pipe and cap ø120

DRENING
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3 Drening Installation
Place the DRENING chambers in rows

Excavation
Excavate a trench with a base width of
90  cm.

DRENING
INSTALLATION

Sub Base
Lay  a 10cm thick layer of 20/40 mm clean

 stone

Structural Backfill 6

Connect inlet    and    ventilation pipes. Cov-
ering the Drening units with at least 15 -
20 cm of 20- 40 mm clean stone.

Separation Geotextile
Place  a  non  woven  geotextile  separation
layer   over   the   Drening   units   and   clean
washed stone prior to final backfilling.

Backfilling
Continue backfilling in layers to the en-
gineers specification.

Ventilation

It is essential to ventilate the drainage field to ensure there
is not a build up of hazardous gases.

Backfill

Existing ground



Stormwater Management Limited

Fleming Road, Harrowbrook Industrial Estate, Hinckley, Leicestershire LE10 3DU
Tel 01455 502222   Fax 01455 502223   Email sales@storm-water.co.uk   www.storm-water.co.uk

https://www.facebook.com/geoplast



